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We report the first experiment which relates electronic transport and intraband optical abso
in a biased superlattice. Wannier-Stark ladders far in the continuum and strongly couple
Zener resonances are observed in ann-type GaAsyAlGaAs superlattice using infrared spectroscop
Additional transport measurements reveal the formation of electric-field domains, with elec
tunneling resonantly to thenext-nearestsuperlattice period. [S0031-9007(99)08911-5]

PACS numbers: 73.20.Dx, 73.40.Gk, 78.30.Fs, 78.66.Fd
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The physics of semiconductor superlattices [1] has b
the subject of intense research for almost three decade
particular, in relation to phenomena such as Bloch os
lations and Wannier-Stark ladders. If an electric field
applied perpendicular to the layers of a periodic supe
tice, the energy bands (“minibands”) are known to split
into a ladder of localized states, the Wannier-Stark lad
(WSL). Its existence has been demonstrated through
tical experiments, involving transitions from the valen
to the conduction band [2]. In a semiclassical pictu
the electron can reach the inflection point and the edg
the mini-Brillouin zone, giving rise to negative differe
tial resistance (NDR) in the current-voltage characteris
and to Bloch oscillations [3,4], which is the semiclassi
analog of the Wannier-Stark ladder. Bloch oscillatio
have been observed directly in the time domain by o
cally exciting electron wave packets with a subpicosec
laser pulse [5]. The NDR, however, also arises in m
weakly coupled superlattices, where transport proceed
sequential resonant tunneling, and is usually accom
nied by the formation of electric-field domains [6,7].
the very high-field regime, the resonant Zener breakd
has been observed [8] as well as infrared emission f
Wannier-Stark ladders [9]. Intersubband absorption
periments under application of an electric field have o
been performed on isolated quantum wells.

A crucial issue for the understanding of any semic
ductor structure is the question of how the current-volt
characteristics are related to the energy level structure.
superlattices this is particularly important, if one wishes
learn about the relation between NDR and Wannier-St
ladder formation. Guided by this question, we simu
neously investigate the transport and the intraband op
properties of a semiconductor superlattice [10] in a vert
electric field, which exhibits NDR, domain formation, a
the formation of Wannier-Stark ladders in the continuu
By employing ann-type SL, we deal exclusively with elec
tron states, and we spectroscopically study inter-Wan
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Stark-ladder transitions within the conduction band. T
paper represents the first ever infrared (IR) absorption m
surement under high-field, high-current vertical-transp
conditions in a semiconductor superlattice. We obse
tunneling to the next-nearest quantum well, and direct
well as indirect Wannier-Stark-ladder transitions into co
tinuum states, which are strongly coupled by Zener re
nances [8,11].

The SL studied consists of 300 periods of GaA
quantum wells (QW, 50 Å wide) and Al0.29Ga0.71As
barriers (80 Å wide), sandwiched betweenn1 GaAs
contact layers and grown on a semi-insulating substr
by molecular beam epitaxy. The parameters have b
chosen in a way to obtain a rather narrow first miniba
(calculated widthD1  1.2 meV), but relatively wide
excited minibands (width of second minibandD2 
30 meV), which are located in the continuum above t
barriers (see inset of Fig. 1). Whereas the latter condit

FIG. 1. Interminiband transmission spectrum for zero elec
field. The insets show the absorption process ink space and
real space, respectively. The main absorption and the h
energy shoulder, due to the singularities in the joint-density
states, are indicated by arrows.
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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implies strong coupling between adjacent quantum w
via the excited states, the former condition helps
avoid excessive current densities, usually encountere
strongly coupled SLs. Such high-current densities (j ø
103 to 104 Aycm2) would be unacceptable for the IR
absorption experiments, where mesa devices of the o
of 1 mm2 area are required. The SL is doped in the cen
30 Å of the barriers, giving an areal electron concentrat
of 2.25 3 1011 cm22 per period (this results in a Ferm
energy of EF  8 meV at low temperature and whe
impurity effects [12] are neglected). This relative
high doping is introduced to provide enough carriers
the absorption measurements. Standard lithographic
etching techniques were used to fabricate mesas
sizes between100 3 100 mm2 and1 3 1 mm2. For the
IR absorption measurements, performed with a Bru
IFS66 Fourier transform spectrometer, the samples w
the larger mesa structures were prepared with wed
facets in order to couple the IR light to the intersubba
transitions via total internal reflection. The IR beam in t
spectrometer was focused to a spot size of,1 mm with
a condensing unit. For the measurements with elec
field, the spectrometer was operated in a gated step-
mode, synchronized with the electric-field pulses [1
All measurements were performed atT  10 K.

Figure 1 shows the zero-field interminiband transm
sion spectrum of the superlattice, obtained by ratioing
p-polarized (active) and thes-polarized (inactive) trans
mission signal. The main absorption maximum at 164 m
and the high-energy shoulder at 180 meV (both indica
by arrows in Fig. 1) are due to the well-known singula
ties of the joint density of states atkz  pyd andkz  0,
respectively, wherekz is the wave vector along the growt
direction andd is the superlattice period [14]. This is illus
trated in the left inset, which shows the three lowest mi
bands. (A calculated zero-field interminiband absorpt
spectrum is shown below in the lowest curve of Fig. 4)

In Fig. 2 the current-voltage characteristic of a200 mm
mesa is shown. At low bias the conduction is Ohmic a
proceeds by ground-state-to-ground-state tunneling u
a voltage of 0.5 V [15]. There the SL breaks up in
a low- and a high-field domain; in the latter the electro
tunnel from the ground state in one well to an excited st
in a subsequent well (usually the adjacent one). Its ex
increases with increasing bias, until the field distributi
is again homogeneous and the current rises steeply
the present superlattice this occurs at 27 V, i.e.,
voltage drop per period is27 Vy300  90 mV. Since
this is only about half the value of the subband separat
E2 2 E1 ø 170 meV, we conclude that in the high-fiel
domain the ground state is approximately aligned with
first excited state of thenext-nearest well,and electrons
directly tunnel to the next-nearest SL period, traversi
two barriers and one well(see inset of Fig. 2). This is th
first observation, to our knowledge, of resonant tunnel
over two periods in a regular superlattice [16]. At prese
ls
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FIG. 2. Current-voltage characteristic of the superlattice.
inset shows the conduction-band edge near the boundar
the low- and high-field domain together with a schema
of the transport process.

there is no quantitative theory for this phenomen
it would require consideration of additional transitio
processes via intermediate states.

For the measurement of the IR absorption spectrum
a vertical electric field, voltage pulses of about5 10 ms
duration with a repetition rate of a few hundred Hz we
applied to a1 3 1 mm2 superlattice mesa. The tran
mission change,DT  T sFdyT0, is measured by divid
ing the signal during the electric-field pulse,T sFd, by
the signal taken a few tenms after the pulse,T0 [13].
Figure 3 shows a series of traces for increasing volta
Note that minima in the signal correspond to decrea

FIG. 3. Differential transmission spectrumsT sFdyT0d of the
superlattice for a series of bias voltages between 8
30 V. Minima essentially correspond to electric-field-induc
absorption lines. The arrows with the labels correspond
calculated transitions, which are explained in the text.
3121
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transmission, i.e., they essentially correspond to abso
tion lines induced by the electric field. Remarkabl
the positions of the maxima and minima hardly chan
with bias, but DT continuously increases, reaching u
to 30% at the highest voltage. This is completely co
sistent with the observations in theI-V characteristics.
Two different electric-field values exist in the sample
which are realized in two spatial domains; one is clo
to zero (in the low-field domain) and the other one (in th
high-field domain) is approximatelyF  sE21y2dyed 
85 mVy130 Å  65 kVycm, corresponding to tunneling
to the next-nearest SL period. Increasing the voltage o
increases the relative length of the high-electric-field d
main, resulting in a larger optical signal. Above 30 V, th
current increases so steeply that no measurements ca
performed in this regime.

Understanding the transmission change spectra
Fig. 3 requires a calculation of the absorption coefficie
a under bias. For this purpose we have calculated
energy spectrum, the wave functions, and the opti
matrix elements between the ground state of one per
and all excited states, using a finite system ofN  19 SL
periods. The absorption coefficienta is proportional to

ansvd  const3
NX

n01

fnn0

Gyp

sEn0 2 En 2 h̄vd2 1 G2 ,

wheren indicates the initial state (ground state of one S
period), n0 are the final states, andfnn0 is the oscillator
strength, obtained from the optical matrix elements.
Lorentzian broadeningG  7 meV of each transition
(chosen to best reproduce the experiment) is assum
The calculated absorption coefficient is plotted in Fig.
for electric fields fromF  0 up to F  70 kVycm.
Only up to 20 kVycm the splitting of the interminiband
absorption into a regular Wannier-Stark ladder can
observed. At higher fields, strong mixing of sever
continuum Wannier-Stark ladders occurs due to Zen
coupling and the interpretation of the spectra is far fro
straightforward. The strong Zener coupling results fro
the fact thateFd is much larger than the minigaps in th
continuum.

For direct comparison with experiment, we calcula
as0d 2 asFd, which is proportional toT sFdyT0 for small
absorption changes. This is plotted in the top part
Fig. 4 for F  50, 60, and70 kVycm. Comparison with
the experimental traces (Fig. 3) shows that most of t
experimental features can be reasonably well reprodu
for a field of F  60 kVycm (drawn by thicker lines for
clarity); only the maximum atø180 meV is larger than
predicted, probably since its strength is very sensiti
to the exact shape of the shoulder in theT0 [or as0d]
spectrum. The above field corresponds to a voltage d
of 80 meV per SL period, which is very close to half th
energy separationE21, and thus confirms the tunneling to
the next-nearest SL period. The calculated positions
also indicated in Fig. 3 by arrows. The relative position
3122
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FIG. 4. Absorption coefficient calculated for electric field
from 0 to 70 kVycm. In addition, the transmission chang
is shown for 50, 60, and70 kVycm in the upper panel to
facilitate comparison with the experiment (see text). T
experimentally relevant60 kVycm spectra are plotted with
thicker lines (compare with Fig. 3.

agree very well, even the absolute values apart from
rigid shift of about 5 meV.

In order to obtain a more graphical understanding
the transitions dominating the absorption spectrum,
attempt a classification of the energy levels in terms
pure WSL quantum numbers, neglecting the interact
due to Zener coupling for the moment. The ener
spectrum can be written asEm,p  ´m 1 peFd, where
m  1, 2, . . . is the (zero-field) miniband index andp 
. . . 2 1, 0, 1, . . . is the spatial WSL index [17]. Such
an (approximate) assignment can be done by inspec
in detail the wave functions and oscillator strengt
over several SL periods. Transitions occur from sta
jm  1, pl to jm0, p0l and, for brevity, we term such
a transitionsm0, p0 2 pd. Figure 5 shows the resultin
assignment graphically. The main part of the relev
wave functions are drawn bold and also the calcula
absorption coefficient is shown for comparison. The m
observed transitions (indicated by arrows) are, from l
to high energies,s3, 21d, s2, 0d (this is the main vertical
intersubband transition),s4, 22d, ands3, 0d (compare also
labels in Fig. 3). The latter two are strongly mixed, sin
they are close to a Zener anticrossing. Besides the d
transitions, we thus observe indirect transitions up to
next-nearest downhill QWsp0 2 p  22d, and up to
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FIG. 5. Conduction-band profile, energy levels, and squa
wave functions drawn for four superlattice periods with
electric field of 60 kVycm. The experimentally observe
transitions are indicated by arrows and the main parts of
respective wave functions are emphasized by thicker lines.
numbers on the right represent an (approximate) assignm
in terms of WS states (see text). In addition, the calcula
absorption coefficient is shown on the left for compariso
including the peak photon energies.

states related to the fourth minibandsm0  4d. Note that
the s4, 22d state is as far as 200 meV above the t
of the barrier, when measured at its associated quan
well, p0 2 p  22. The calculated lowest- and highes
energy transitions (at 132 and 247 meV) predicted by
calculation are not resolved in the experiment.

As seen in Fig. 5, the continuum WSL wave functio
are distinctly different from the usual, symmetrically lo
calized, tight-binding type wave functions [17]. They a
very asymmetric and extend far towards the anode, pa
exhibiting Airy-function character. Note also that, du
to the finiteness of the structure used in the calculati
no perfect periodicity of the solution for the wave fun
tions under a translationz ! z 1 d andE ! E 2 eFd
is obtained. The absorption coefficient, which is theob-
servablequantity, fulfills this symmetry to a much bette
degree,when calculated with a finite broadeningG. In
other words, the oscillator strength per finite energy int
val G is independent of the quantum numberp, despite
differences in the wave functions. This shows the re
tion of G to the coherence length; whenG is very small,
the wave functions more easily feel the edges of the fin
SL [18].

In summary, we have evidenced the existence
interpenetrating, Zener-coupled Wannier-Stark ladders
the continuum of a superlattice, as far as 200 meV ab
the top of the barriers. The Wannier-Stark ladders
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formed under conditions of negative differential resistan
and domain formation, where in the high-field doma
transport proceeds by resonant tunneling to the n
nearest superlattice period.
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